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The various manifestations of coerced labour between the opening up of the Atlantic
world and the formal creation of Haiti.
Studying Roman Law is an introductory guide aimed at sixth-formers, students and
those with a general interest wishing to obtain a basic overview of Roman private law
during the first three centuries of the Common Era. It is not meant to be a replacement
for more comprehensive and technical manuals on Roman law, but should rather be
seen as introductory reading. Written in non-specialist language, it contains a basic
overview of the sources of Roman private law and a guide to their use together with a
survey of the main areas of the law using primary sources in translation. It also explains
the different contexts in which these rules arose and operated as well as the
mechanisms by which they were enforced against the backdrop of one of the most
sophisticated and influential legal systems of the ancient world.
Roman law is widely considered to be the foundation of European legal culture and an
inherent source of unity within European law. Roman Law and the Idea of Europe
explores the emergence of this idea of Roman law as an idealized shared heritage,
tracing its origins among exiled German scholars in Britain during the Nazi regime. The
book follows the spread and influence of these ideas in Europe after the war as part of
the larger enthusiasm for European unity. It argues that the rise of the importance of
Roman law was a reaction against the crisis of jurisprudence in the face of Nazi ideas
of racial and ultranationalistic law, leading to the establishment of the idea of Europe
founded on shared legal principles. With contributions from leading academics in the
field as well as established younger scholars, this volume will be of immense interests
to anyone studying intellectual history, legal history, political history and Roman law in
the context of Europe. Available via Open Access on Bloomsbury Collections
(https://www.bloomsburycollections.com/).
The authors of the studies on the Mishnah collected in the present volumes represent
the best of contemporary scholarship on that document. Because many viewpoints
register here, this is the most representative selection of contemporary Mishnah-study
available in any state-of-the-question-collection in a Western language.
In this book, Andrew Riggsby offers a survey of the main areas of Roman law, both
substantive and procedural, and how the legal world interacted with the rest of Roman
life. Emphasising basic concepts, he recounts its historical development and focuses in
particular on the later Republic and early centuries of the Roman Empire. The volume is
designed as an introductory work, with brief chapters that will be accessible to college
students with little knowledge of legal matters or Roman antiquity. The text is also free
of technical language and Latin terminology. It can be used in courses on Roman law,
Roman history, or comparative law, but it will also serve as a useful reference for more
advanced students and scholars.
The academic study of Judaism requires a systematic inquiry into the history, literature,
and religion—and eventually the theology—as revealed in the historical documents
themselves. This book contextualizes the canonical writings of Judaism and analyzes
their literary character as a basis for understanding the theology of formative Judaism.
This publication has also been published in paperback, please click here for details.
This is a collection of original essays on the settlement of disputes in the early middle
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ages, a subject of central importance for social and political history. Case material, from
the evidence of charters, is used to reveal the realities of the settlement process in the
behaviour and interactions of people - instead of the prescriptive and idealised models
of law-codes and edicts. The book is not therefore a technical study of charters
evidence. The geographical range across Europe is unusually wide, which allows
comparison across differing societies. Frankish material is inevitably prominent, but the
contributors have sought to integrate Celtic, Greek, Italian and Spanish material into the
mainstream of the subject. Above all, the book aims to 'demystify' the study of early
medieval law, and to present a radical reappraisal of established assumptions about
law and society.

When Justinian became sole ruler of the Byzantine Empire in A.D. 527, he
ordered the preparation of three compilations of Roman law that together formed
the Corpus Juris Civilis. These works have become known individually as the
Code, which collected the legal pronouncements of the Roman emperors, the
Institutes, an elementary student's textbook, and the Digest, by far the largest
and most highly prized of the three compilations. The Digest was assembled by a
team of sixteen academic lawyers commissioned by Justinian in 533 to cull
everything of value from earlier Roman law. It was for centuries the focal point of
legal education in the West and remains today an unprecedented collection of
the commentaries of Roman jurists on the civil law. Commissioned by the
Commonwealth Fund in 1978, Alan Watson assembled a team of thirty
specialists to produce this magisterial translation, which was first completed and
published in 1985 with Theodor Mommsen's Latin text of 1878 on facing pages.
This paperback edition presents a corrected English-language text alone, with an
introduction by Alan Watson. Links to the three other volumes in the set: Volume
2 [Books 16-29] Volume 3 [Books 30-40] Volume 4 [Books 41-50]
The History of Law in EuropeAn IntroductionEdward Elgar Publishing
“Rare books and archives come alive when consulted by readers and
researchers.” --from the Introduction In the administrative and budgetary
environment of law librarianship, outstanding reference service is crucial to the
survival and growth of special collections. Public Services Issues with Rare and
Archival Law Materials offers practical suggestions for putting these valuable
special collections to work. Each chapter gives clear, proven advice on making
the most of rare book sections and archives to contribute to the mission of their
libraries and parent institutions. Public Services Issues with Rare and Archival
Law Materials provides a comprehensive overview of issues in using these
special collections. It begins with an original study of the research habits of legal
historians, which can help you plan a strategy for making your collection more
accessible to scholars. It concludes with thoughtful consideration of the ethical
issues of using archived papers, balancing the scholar’s need to understand the
inner workings of the legal system against the need for private court deliberations
and attorney-client privilege. This wide-ranging book provides the tools you need
for keeping archives in active service, including: detailed instructions for the care
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and use of rare legal materials ideas for creating exhibits and outreach activities,
including Web sites suggestions for working with early books on Roman and
canon law practical techniques for using archives in litigation and cooperating
with attorneys a bibliography of law-related archives and rare-book librarianship
This essential book will assist rare book librarians and archivists to provide better
reference service by providing examples of best practice and solutions to
common problems. Public Services Issues with Rare and Archival Law Materials
is an indispensable resource for law librarians, archivists, and scholars.
Using a division between substantive and formal law as the key element for
understanding the applicable law in papyri, this study offers a new understanding
of the distinct parts Roman and local law played in the legal reality of secondcentury Arabia.
This bestselling dictionary is an authoritative and comprehensive source of jargonfree legal information. It contains over 4,800 entries that clearly define the major
terms, concepts, processes, and the organization of the English legal system.
Now in its ninth edition, it has been fully updated to incorporate recent case law
and the latest legislation, such as the Modern Slavery Act 2015, the Brexit
legislation, and changes in consumer, tax, and family law. Over 100 new entries
have been added, including Article 50, Brexit, the Marriage (Same Sex Couples)
Act 2013, and intercountry adoption. In addition, there is a useful Writing and
Citation Guide that specifically addresses problems and established conventions
for writing legal essays and reports. Now providing more information than ever
before, this edition features recommended web links for many entries, which are
accessed and kept up to date via the Dictionary of Law companion website.
Described by leading university lecturers as 'the best law dictionary' and
'excellent for non-law students as well as law undergraduates', this classic
dictionary is an invaluable source of legal reference for professionals, students,
and anyone else needing succinct clarification of legal terms. Focusing primarily
on English law, it also provides a one-stop source of information for any of the
many countries that base their legal system on English law.
This book introduces the Age of Justinian, the last Roman century and the first
flowering of Byzantine culture. Dominated by the policies and personality of
emperor Justinian I (527–565), this period of grand achievements and farreaching failures witnessed the transformation of the Mediterranean world. In this
volume, twenty specialists explore the most important aspects of the age
including the mechanics and theory of empire, warfare, urbanism, and economy.
It also discusses the impact of the great plague, the codification of Roman law,
and the many religious upheavals taking place at the time. Consideration is given
to imperial relations with the papacy, northern barbarians, the Persians, and
other eastern peoples, shedding new light on a dramatic and highly significant
historical period.
This book illuminates the connections and interaction among women and
between women and men during the medieval period. To do this, Kathryn L.
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Reyerson focuses specifically on the experiences of Agnes de Bossones, widow
of a changer of the mercantile elite of Montpellier. Agnes was a real estate mogul
and a patron of philanthropic institutions that permitted lower strata women to
survive and thrive in a mature urban economy of the period before 1350. Notably,
Montpellier was a large urban center in southern France. Linkages stretched
horizontally and vertically in this robust urban environment, mitigating the
restrictions of patriarchy and the constraints of gender. Using the story of Agnes
de Bossones as a vehicle to larger discussions about gender, this book highlights
the undeniable impact that networks had on women’s mobility and navigation
within a restrictive medieval society.
For hundreds of years, the Roman people produced laws in popular assemblies attended by
tens of thousands of voters to publicly forge resolutions to issues that might otherwise have
been unmanageable. Callie Williamson's book,The Law of the Roman People, finds that the
key to Rome's survival and growth during the most formative period of empire, roughly 350 to
44 B.C.E., lies in its hitherto enigmatic public lawmaking assemblies which helped extend
Roman influence and control. Williamson bases her rigorous and innovative work on the entire
body of surviving laws preserved in ancient reports of proposed and enacted legislation from
these public assemblies.
The legal situation of the women of ancient Rome was extremely complex, and - since there
was no sharp distinction between free woman, freedwoman and slave - the definition of their
legal position is often heard. Basing her lively analysis on detailed study of literary and
epigraphic material, Jane F. Gardner explores the provisions of the Roman laws as they
related to women. Dr Gardner describes the ways in which the laws affected women
throughout their lives - in families, as daughters, wives and parents; as heiresses and
testators; as owners and controllers of property; and as workers. She looks with particular
attention at the ways in which the strict letter of the law came to be modified, softened,
circumvented, and even changed, pointing out that the laws themselves tell us as much about
the economic situation of women and the range of opportunities available to them outside the
home.
The law developed by the ancient Romans remains a powerful legal and political instrument
today. In The Roman Law Tradition a general editorial introduction complements a series of
more detailed essays by an international team of distinguished legal scholars exploring the
various ways in which Roman law has affected and continues to affect patterns of legal
decision-making throughout the world.
Roman Law in Context explains how Roman law worked for those who lived by it, by viewing it
in the light of the society and economy in which it operated. The book discusses three main
areas of Roman law and life: the family and inheritance; property and the use of land;
commercial transactions and the management of businesses. It also deals with the question of
litigation and how readily the Roman citizen could assert his or her legal rights in practice. In
addition it provides an introduction to using the main sources of Roman law. The book ends
with an epilogue discussing the role of Roman law in medieval and modern Europe, a
bibliographical essay, and a glossary of legal terms. The book involves the minimum of legal
technicality and is intended to be accessible to students and teachers of Roman history as well
as interested general readers.
Combining theory with real-world examples, this book explores the classic problems of legal
ethics and the philosophy of law.
When Justinian became sole ruler of the Byzantine Empire in A.D. 527, he ordered the
preparation of three compilations of Roman law that together formed the Corpus Juris Civilis.
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These works have become known individually as the Code, which collected the legal
pronouncements of the Roman emperors, the Institutes, an elementary student's textbook, and
the Digest, by far the largest and most highly prized of the three compilations. The Digest was
assembled by a team of sixteen academic lawyers commissioned by Justinian in 533 to cull
everything of value from earlier Roman law. It was for centuries the focal point of legal
education in the West and remains today an unprecedented collection of the commentaries of
Roman jurists on the civil law. Commissioned by the Commonwealth Fund in 1978, Alan
Watson assembled a team of thirty specialists to produce this magisterial translation, which
was first completed and published in 1985 with Theodor Mommsen's Latin text of 1878 on
facing pages. This paperback edition presents a corrected English-language text alone, with an
introduction by Alan Watson. Links to the three other volumes in the set: Volume 1 [Books
1-15] Volume 2 [Books 16-29] Volume 3 [Books 30-40]
"Information technology shapes nearly every part of modern life, and debates about
information--its meaning, effects, and applications--are central to a range of fields, from
economics, technology, and politics to library science, media studies, and cultural studies. This
rich, unique resource traces the history of information with an approach designed to draw
connections across fields and perspectives, and provide essential context for our current age
of information. Clear, accessible, and authoritative, the book opens with a series of articles that
provide a narrative history of information from premodern practices to twenty-first-century
information culture. This section focuses on major developments in the creation, storage,
search, exchange, management, and manipulation of information, as well as the many
meanings and uses of information over time. Coverage spans Europe, North America, and
many other places and periods, including the medieval Islamic world and early modern East
Asia, as well as the emergence of global networks. A second, alphabetical section includes
more than 100 concise articles that cover specific concepts (e.g., data, intellectual property,
privacy); formats and genres (books, databases, maps, newspapers, scrolls, social media);
people (archivists, diplomats and spies, readers, secretaries, teachers); practices (censorship,
forecasting, learning, surveilling, translating); processes (digitization, quantification, storage
and search); systems (bureaucracy, platforms, telecommunications); technologies (algorithms,
cameras, computers), and much more. The book concludes with an informative glossary,
defining terms from "analog/digital" to "World Wide Web.""-Johnson, Allan Chester, Paul Robinson Coleman-Norton and Frank Card Bourne. Clyde Pharr,
General Editor. Ancient Roman Statutes: A Translation with Introduction, Commentary,
Glossary, and Index. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1961. xxxi, 290 pp. 9" x 12." Reprinted
2003 by The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. ISBN 1-58477-291-3. Cloth. $150. * A collection of
documents in translation based on a collation of Roman laws collected from the editions of
Bruns, Girard and Riccobono. Laws gathered from other secondary sources, such as ancient
authors' writings and from modern scholars' editions of inscriptions and of papyri, are also
included. This volume is Volume II of The Corpus of Roman Law (Corpus Juris Romani),
General Editor, Clyde Pharr. (Volume I: The Theodosian Code is also published in reprint by
The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd.)
Dealing specifically with the Roman roots of the civilian tradition, this book confines itself to the
traditional core areas of the law of obligations and its subject matter is purely the substantive
private law.
Comprehensive and accessible, this book offers a concise synthesis of the evolution of the law
in Western Europe, from ancient Rome to the beginning of the twentieth century. It situates law
in the wider framework of Europe’s political, economic, social and cultural developments.
This volume addresses the similarities and differences in the role played by law and religion in
various societies across the Eastern Mediterranean. Approaching these subjects in an allencompassing manner, it also looks at the notion of law and religion in this region as a whole,
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in both the geographical as well as the historical space.
Well after the process of codification had begun elsewhere in nineteenth-century Europe,
ancient Roman law remained in use in Germany, expounded by brilliant scholars and applied
in both urban and rural courts. The survival of this flourishing Roman legal culture into the
industrial era is a familiar fact, but until now little effort has been made to explain it outside the
province of specialized legal history. James Whitman seeks to remedy this neglect by
exploring the broad political and cultural significance of German Roman law, emphasizing the
hope on the part of German Roman lawyers that they could in some measure revive the
Roman social order in their own society. Discussing the background of Romantic era law in the
law of the Reformation, Whitman makes the great German tradition of legal scholarship more
accessible to all those interested in German history. Drawing on treatises already known to
legal historians as well as on previously unexploited records of legal practice, Whitman traces
the traditions that allowed nineteenth-century German lawyers like Savigny to present
themselves as uniquely "impartial" and "unpolitical." This book will be of particular interest to
students of the many German thinkers who were trained as Roman lawyers, among them Marx
and Weber. Originally published in 1990. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts
of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions.
The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
In this book, Andrew Riggsby surveys the main areas of Roman law, and their place in Roman
life.
With a broad chronological sweep, this book provides an historical account of Roman law and
legal institutions which explains how they were created and modified in relation to political
developments and changes in power relations. It underlines the constant tension between two
central aspects of Roman politics: the aristocratic nature of the system of government, and the
drive for increased popular participation in decision-making and the exercise of power. The
traditional balance of power underwent a radical transformation under Augustus, with new
processes of integration and social mobility brought into play. Professor Capogrossi Colognesi
brings into sharp relief the deeply political nature of the role of Roman juridical science as an
expression of aristocratic politics and discusses the imperial jurists' fundamental contribution to
the production of an outline theory of sovereignty and legality which would constitute, together
with Justinian's gathering of Roman legal knowledge, the most substantial legacy of Rome.

The present volume presents a selection of studies by Ranon Katzoff on Jews in the
ancient Roman world. Common to them is that they deal with Jews in liminal situations confronted with non-Jewish, mainly Roman, laws, places, government, and modes of
thought. In these studies - in which texts in Greek and Latin and rabbinic texts (all in
translation) elucidate each other - Jews are shown to be rather loyal to their Jewish
traditions, a controversial conclusion. The first two sections concern law. Section one
searches the remains of popular Jewish culture for evidence on the degree to which
rabbinic law really prevailed, through the study of Judaean Desert documents, mainly
those of Babatha. Section two sifts through rabbinic law for traces of Roman law.
Section three comprises studies of Jews in, to, and from the city of Rome, and section
four a miscellany of studies on Jews confronted with non-Jewish life.
Sumario: Front Matter - Part I Introduction - Part II Reading Roman Law - Part III The
Constitutional Structure of the Roman State- Part IV Legal Professionals and Legal
Culture - Part V Settling Disputes - Part VI Persons before the Law - Part VII Legal
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Relations - End Matter.
The first comprehensive study of the European book in the historical period known as
the 'long twelfth century' (1075-1225).
"Collecting documentary evidence that appeared in publications between 1988 and
1992, volume 10 reproduces, translates, and reviews a selection of Greek inscriptions
and papyri that focus on major social institutions of the time. A comprehensive series of
indexes for volumes 6-10 offers a cumulative perspective on many topics."--p. 4 of
cover.
This book reflects the wide range of current scholarship on Roman law, covering
private, criminal and public law.
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